
The Audience Panel: Results from the September Poll

NI Audiences’ perception of Arts and Culture

This month we asked the panel about what arts and culture activities they participate in

as well as what the words “art” and “culture” mean to them. It showed us that people

interpret these words in different ways.

The types of cultural activities and where they 

take place are more diverse than we think

Going to see an exhibition

ranks highest among the

panel as something relating to

arts and culture that they do.

94% overall consider visiting

an exhibition as an arts and

culture activity.

Participating in sport ranks

lowest overall (13%) however

it is higher for men and

people with children – 23%

and 22% respectively. These

two groups were in turn more

likely to participate in activities
in a sports facility.
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Participating in a sport

Going to a religious service

Going out to eat

Gardening

Celebrating a seasonal holiday

Exploring local beauty spots

Reading

Playing a musical instrument

Watching a film

Making crafts/paintings/drawings

Going to see an exhibition

Which of these activities do you do that you also consider to be an 
arts/cultural activity?

Cultural activities don’t always happen in the spaces we expect them to. For the

panel, arts and culture have a wider meaning than what we, in the sector, may

assume. Spaces can be repurposed for multiple uses and a variety of activities.

Time to challenge our assumptions about where cultural activities
happen.
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Sports facility (GAA club, leisure centre)

Hotel

Another private space (someone’s house, …

Public library

Temporary space (e.g. Circus Tent)

A community venue (School, Church,…

Public space (on street, playing fields, parks,…

Art gallery or artist’s studio

Entertainment venue (arenas, pubs/clubs,…

Heritage site (e.g. castle/ruin, archaeological…

In your own home

Museum, heritage centre or historic house

Dedicated arts and culture space (arts centre,…

Where do you participate in your cultural activities?



People who participate less often in arts and culture activities were not as diverse

in their responses in terms of what activities they take part in and where. This is a

reminder that with restrictions on the arts sector easing, we must ensure that this group

is reminded of the enjoyment that can come from these experiences. Think of ways that

you can bring this audience back into your space. It doesn’t necessarily have to be

connected to your regular programme, it could be an offer to hang out in your space or

offer free coffee and pastries.

How do NI audience perceive arts and culture?

When asked about how they

define the words “arts” and

“culture”, people gave a variety

of examples:

The words creativity, theatre, music, and literature were common words

people used to describe the arts. It often related to participation in an

activity or being part of an audience. People related “arts” to creative

expression and performance.

“Arts had to do with creativity, being able to

play with ideas and experiment, for there

not always being a right or a wrong, where

there is scope for personal opinions to

develop and be shared, often alongside

others.”

“Arts for me is a way of being

creatively human through personal

involvement in, or appreciation of,

the worlds of music, dance, acting
& art.”

“The actual production or performance of culture. It can be both formally labelled

as 'Art' such as a gallery exhibition or concert performance or something you do

just for fun and enjoyment like singing or painting at home or with friends.”

When considering the word “culture” people also related it to art activities

but it shifted into a view of shared experiences within a society.

Respondents consider culture as a connection between themselves and

their history, it is what they are made of. It is then through arts activities

they can express the culture of their community.

“Culture creates an image of celebration.

Something that is passed from one

generation to the next which is important
to keep alive.”

“Culture is something which develops

through a person's life and is unique

to the individual. Culture may have to

do with ethnicity, or the habits/

routines of a specific family.”

“Our country and other countries heritage. The history associated with local towns and

beauty spots. The abundance of historical buildings and estates. Local music with local

musicians.”



People also referenced that both words “arts” and “culture” could appear

intimidating and “snobbish”. At times, people feel arts and culture does

not belong to them. Language is important. When writing your copy,

put yourself in your audience’s shoes. Use words and terms that can be

understood by everyone and appreciate that not all cultural references
will mean the same to your audience as they do to you.

On a final, more positive note, a lot of our panel referred to arts and

culture as a celebration. As arts organisations, your role is not only to

showcase arts. You’re also there to facilitate human connection that in

turn greatly benefit to the wellbeing of your audiences. Reach out to

them as a friend you’ve missed, show them how much you care and

want to spend time with them again.

The Audience Panel is run by Thrive (www.wewillthrive.co.uk)
and supported by Belfast City Council. 229 people responded to
the ninth survey, which ran from 16 – 23 September 2021 and
was distributed by Thrive.

http://www.wewillthrive.co.uk/

